Compatibility of a Hankel n X n matrix W and a polynomial f of degree m, m < n, is defined. If m = n, compatibility means that HC' = CfH where Cf is the companion matrix of f With a suitable generalization of Cr, this theorem is generalized to the case that m < n.
INTRODUCTION

By a Hankel matrix [S]
we shall mean a square complex matrix which has, if of order n, the form ( ai +k), i, k = 0,. . . , n -1.
If H = (~y~+~) is a singular n X n Hankel matrix, the H-polynomial (Pi of H was defined 131 as the greatest common divisor of the determinants of all (r + 1) x (r + 1) submatrices~of the matrix where r is the rank of H. In other words, (Pi is that polynomial for which the nX(n+l)matrix is the Smith normal form [6] of H,. It has also been shown [3] that qN is a (nonzero) polynomial of degree at most T.
It is known [4] that to a nonsingular n X n Hankel matrix H = ((Y~+~) a linear pencil of polynomials of degree at most n can be assigned as follows:
f(x) = fo + f,x + . . . + f,x"
belongs to this pencil iff either n = 1, or n > 1 and
Here we shall say, even for the case that H = ((Y~+~) is a singular n X n Hankel matrix, that H is compatible with the polynomial (2) if (3) is satisfied.
We shall investigate the compatibility of polynomials and (Hankel) matrices; in particular, we shall show that, given a nonzero polynomial f of degree at most n, H is a Hankel matrix compatible with f iff a relation of the form is satisfied, where r, is an n X n matrix depending on f only.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
For a manic polynomial of degree m > 1
we denote by C, the companion matrix of f: Let us recall that for such f, the infinite companion matrix C' was defined [8] as the infinite matrix with m columns whose first m rows form the identity matrix whereas each further row is a linear combination of the preceding m rows with coefficients uO, ul,. . . , u,,,_ 1. For n > m, the finite section of C' with the first n rows will be called Cj"'. We shall also need the concept of the Vandermonde matrix associated to a polynomial (with ordered roots). Let f of (4) satisfy tidistinct, m, > 1, i=l ,..., s.
For any p > m = C4,,mi, we denote by Vip) the p X m matrix where
The square matrix Vi") will be denoted by VP It is well known that Vr is nonsingular. If we denote by VfW the infinite Vandermonde matrix (it has m columns, and its kth row is the last row of Vik', k = 1,2,. . .), then the following two lemmata are clear:
LEMMA (l,l).
For k >, m + 1, the kth row of Vp" is a linear combination of the preceding m rows with coefficients uO, u 1,. . . , u,,, i.
LEMMA (1,2). We have
V/" = CfmVf and Vr (k) = Cjk'Vr, k = 1,2,. . . .
Let us denote by Jk(t ) the Jordan k X k block with t along the diagonal and ones in the superdiagonal. For f(x) from (4) with ordered roots t 1,. , . , t, as in (5), let Jf be the block diagonal matrix
The following is well known:
Jf is the Jordan normal form of Cf:
In the following lemma, a (rectangular) p X q Hankel matrix means a matrix (%+jL i=O ,..., p-1, j=o )...) q-1.
LEMMA(l,h).
LetB= ( REMARK (1, 6) . Observe that (3) can also be written in the form where for k = 1,2,... We shall also need a well-known result [6] : 
RESULTS
The following theorem is partly known [l, 21. THEOREM (2,l) . Let ti distinct, ni 2 1, be a polynomial of degree n; let H be an n X n matrix.
Then the following are equivalent: In the next theorem, the general case will be considered.
THEOREM (2,2).
Let m, n be integers, n > m > 1. Let f(x) be a manic polynomial of degree m, For t complex, denote by rd t ) the n X n matrix lf H is an n X n matrix, then the following are equivalent:
(i) H is a Hankel matrix compatible with f (as a polynomial of degree at most n);
(ii) for any tforwhichf(t)#O, can be written as CjnjVfDVfTCj"l)T which is, by Lemma (1,2), equal to Vj")D(V>"))r. Thus it is, by Lemma (;,4), a Hankel matrix.
HrfT(t)=rf(t)H; (iii) there exists a number t for which f( t) z 0 such that
If we form an analogous product using H, as on the left-hand side of (3) we see easily that it equals Vj"-"D ( Vi,+ ")'[ f] , which is zero. Thus H, is compatible with 6 The parameters (Ye of H coincide with those of H, for k = 0,. . . ,2m -2. However, both matrices H, H, are compatible with fi Therefore, (9) where H, is a lower triangular Hankel matrix of order n -m. Now, (13) and (14) imply (15) by (ii) of Theorem (2,l). Thus HrIT((t) is symmetric, which implies
HlrfT(t) = I-J t)H,.
06)
Also, (15) implies Since fi2Jn_,( t) is symmetric by Lemma (1,s) applied to the lower triangular A,, HaI': is also symmetric, so that by (16), (ii) follows. Since the first factor is divisible by h(x) and has degree at most n -p,, the same is true of (18). . .
of dimensions (n -r ) x r, which can also be written as
where e has a similar form to (19) but is (2n -r -1) x (2n -l), and [cc] is as in (31). Let f(x) as in (2) be any multiple of (Pi by a nonzero polynomial k(x) of degree not exceeding n -T:
k(x) = k, + k,x + . . . + k,_,x"-', f(x) = cp,w+).
Defining the (n -1)~(2n -r -1) matrix we obtain easily for F>"-') from (10) that 
